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Abstract.

On the basis of scattering theory, we present four different contributions

to angle-of-arrival(AOA) measurements
usingspacedantenna(SA) radar systems.We
show that the measurementof the scattering parameters is needed to estimate most

AOA contributions(e.g., tilt angle of layers). We analyzea generalSA system(i.e.,
receivingantennasnot necessarilysymmetricallyplacedabout the transmitter) and show,
theoretically, that such systems can be used for vertical velocity corrections without

explicitly knowingthe scatteringparameters(e.g., correlationlengths). The theoretical
AOA expressions
are comparedwith lower atmosphericdata (3-21 km) obtained with
the JicamarcaVHF radar systemin Perfl. We comparethe AOAs obtained by a time
and a frequencydomain method, giving both methodsessentiallythe same information.
While the results are comparable,frequencydomain AOAs tend to exhibit more "outliers."
From examination of time seriesof these AOA measurements,we find some short, but

predominantlylong-periodoscillations(>12 hours)with amplitudesof -•1 ø.
1. Introduction

Japan [seeFukao et al., 1990], or, alternatively,a
Atmosphericmeasurementsby very high frequency spacedantenna(SA) system[Hockinget al., 1989;
(VHF) radarstend to showaspectsensitivityeffects, Larsenand R6ttger, 1989].
Most VHF radars currently operate in a Doppler

i.e., the received signal strength decreasesas the

beamistilted offvertical[e.g.,Greenand Gage,1980; beamswinging(DBS) mode,wherethe antennabeam
RSttger and Liu, 1978; Tsuda et al., 1986, 1997b]. is sequentiallyswitchedthrough a seriesof beam poUsually, the aspect sensitivity function is centered sition (at most five). Becauseof the lack of many,
at zenith. Some observations,however, show that
on occasionsthe highest reflectivity arrives from

smalloff-verticallocations(<2 ø) /Greenand Gage,
1980; R6ttger and Ierkic, 1985; RSttger et al., 1990;

closelyspaced,beam positions, measurementsof offvertical centers are not performed with these radars.
SA systems, on the other hand, are able of obtain-

ing angle-of-arrival(AOA) returnsby measuringthe
phase path differencesbetween signal returns using

Tsudaet al., 19974].Theseoff-verticalcentershave
three or more spatially separated, vertically pointbeenrelatedto tilted scattering/reflecting
structures
receivingantennas[R6ttger and Ierkic, 1985].
[e.g.,LarsenandRSttger,1991;Palmer et al., 1991; ing,
These AOA measurements can be associated with a
RSttgeret al., 1990]. Tsudaet al. [19974]recently
suggestedthat these off-vertical centers are caused
by a corrugatedlayer that is modified followingthe
vertical displacementcausedby gravity waves.
Measurementsof these off-vertical centersrequire
systemswith sufficientflexibility in beam-pointing
and beam-steeringcapabilities,like the MU radar in

mean off-vertical signal return when uniform scat-

teringvolumeis assumed[e.g.,Liu et al., 1990].On
the other hand, if discrete point-like scatterers are
assumed,the AOAs at different Doppler frequencies

(Doppler sorting) can be usedto identify suchscatterers[e.g.,Adamset al., 1986;Frankeet al., 1990;
Palmer et al., 1995].In this workwe are assuminga
statistically homogeneousscatteringmedium.
AOA measurements
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at VHF

have been used to cor-

rect vertical wind measurementsby correcting for
"leakage"of the horizontal wind into the vertical
measurementswhen off-vertical returns are present
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[Larsen and RSttger, 1991; Palmer et al., 1991; 2. Angle-of-Arrival
Van Baelen et al., 1991]. Recently,Vandepeer
and Systems
Reid [1995]and Thorsenet al. [1997]have used
AOAs to measure the three-dimensional

wind field

usingmedium-frequency
(MF) radars.

Theory for SA

In this section,assuminghorizontallyisotropicscattering, we first use the scattering theory presented
by Doviak et al. to show different contributionsto
AOA measurements. We then present two different
methods of measuringAOAs. Finally, we relate a
previouslypublishedstatistical error for AOA mea-

The importance of the relative positions of the
transmitting and receivingantennasin AOA measurementsand vertical velocity correctionshas been
pointedout by May [1993].May alsosuggested
that
surements
[Thorsen,1996]with Doviaket al.'sdevelthese measurementshouldbe done with $A systems
opment. Expressionsfor the horizontal anisotropic
using "collocated"transmitting and receivingantencaseare derived in the appendix, and the results are
nas in order to unambiguously
interpretthe AOA in
terms of tilted layers. In addition, accordingto May,

the leakageof the horizontalvelocityin the vertical
beam can be accurately removedonly if the antennas
are collocated(i.e., receivingantennasare symmetrically placedabout the transmitter).
In this paper we presentthe theoreticalaspectsof
various contributions to AOA measurementsusing
$A systems. This developmentwill help to clarify
the interpretation of AOA measurementsand their
usagein vertical velocity corrections. We have expandedon the scatteringmodel presentedby Doviak

et al. [1996](hereinafterreferredto as Doviaket al.)

related to the horizontal isotropic casein this section.
2.1.

AOA

Contributions

Here we make use of the formulation derived by
Doviak et al. by includingsomeadditionaloff-vertical
contributions and by explicitly presentingthe important phaseterms of the complex cross-correlation

functions(CCFs). As pointedout by Rb'ttgerand
Ierkic [1985],AOAsareobtainedfromthe phasedifferencesbetween signal returns at receiving antennas. These phase differencescan be obtained from
the phase terms of the complex CCFs. The end result will be a modified expressionof the phaseterm
of the normalizedCCF givenby Doviak et al.'s equa-

to investigateAOA returns. Briefly, Doviak et al.'s
development(p. 157) "tiesthe propertiesof a turbulently advectedscatteringmedium to the crosscorre- tion (58),
•bij0') = -2kovo:•'
(1)
lation and crossspectrumof signalsin a generalconfiguration of receivingand transmitting antennas." whereqSijis the phaseterm of the CCF betweenreA similar scattering model has been presented by ceiving antennas i and j, ko is the radar wave numLiu et al. [1990];however,this latter derivationhas ber, Vo: is the vertical velocity, and •- is a time delay.
the constraints that the SA system has to be collo- It is importantto point out that (58) of Doviaket al.
cated and the receiving and transmitting antennas is valid for collocatedSA systemsand is a simplify
are assumedto be of equal sizes.
versionof their (56). We considerthe followingAOA
Our modifications

to Doviak et al.'s work consist

contributions.

of adding a tilted layer and a slightly off-vertical
2.1.1. Tilted layer contribution.
We have
transmitting (or receiving)beam and of explicitly representeda tilted layer effect by incorporating a
showingthe phaseterms of Doviak et al.'s original tilted spatial spectrum of the reftactive index field.
model. We then examinetwo differentmethods(time This tilted spectrumis representedby the following
and frequencydomain)for determiningAOAs. We Gaussian function:
alsoanalyze an expressionfor the statistical errors in
thesemeasurements.AOA measurements
usingnoncollocatedSA systemsare discussedin section3 in
2
terms of vertical velocity correctionsand off-vertical

ß,.,(K)
- •,.,(0)exp
[-'5c2•
]K•-K:5ø]
exp-Pc•zJKa]2+
2•

atmosphericreturns. In section4, we compareAOA
results obtained from both time and frequency domain methods. In section 4 we also compare some of
the expressionsdevelopedin section2 against exper-

imental data. In addition, a number of interesting
time seriesof orthogonalAOA resultsare shown. A
summary of our results is provided in section 5.

2

where
-2

Pc•, •o =

2

2

Pc•,- Pcz
(5o•,Soy)

(3)
(4)
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Pchand Pcz are the irregularity correlationlengths
in the parallel and orthogonaldirectionsof the tilted

vector position of receivingantenna i/j.

layer (seeFigure1), and Joxand Jo• are the small
(to a first-orderapproximation)
off-verticalanglesof

ski [1996,equation(6)]. Moreover,this term is pro-

2•

The term

2 issimilar
to theanisotropic
partofMuschin-

portional to the antenna beam width when the an-

the normal to the tilted plane in the x and y axes,

tenna beam width is lessthan the width of •,(K).
respectively.Note that if 5o = (0, 0), equation(2) is The width of •,(K) is •x 1]Pch and is also proequalto Doviak et al.'s (28) and similarto Liu et al. portional to aspect sensitivitywidth (0s) used by
Holdsworthand Reid [1995].
[1990,equation(13)].
This off-verticalcontribution could be causedby
Usingour (2) in Doviaket al.'s (21) and assuming
structures[Palmeret al., 1998;
that (•,(K) variesslowlycomparedwith the spectral scattering/reflecting
with
samplingfunction[Fs(K)] for K alongKz aboutthe RSttgeret al., 1990]that couldbe associated
Braggwavenumber
(2ko), (1) becomes
Kelvin-Helmholtzinstabilities[Muschinski,1996].
Examining(5), we seethat if the scatteris isotropic

-2kovo•r- 4ko[voh
. •]f•2r

(i.e.,Pch• a• 1SO• • 21•2),thenthereisnotilted
(5)

layercontribution(• = 0). For nonisotropicscatter,

on the otherhand,measurements
of • are needed
where brackets denote an inner product operation,

Vohis the horizontalvectorvelocity(Vo•,roy), and
-2

•

=

2Pch50

•

= 21•2+(2pch)
2

for accurate measurementsof 5o.
2.1.2.

-

beam.

We

now

add

the

(6)

(7)

sentedby

(8)

=

Off-vertical

contributionarisingfrom an off-verticaltransmitting
beam by assumingthat its gain function is repre-

(10)

The parameter a is a function of the differencein the
sizesof the transmitting and receivingantennas,•h
is the horizontal correlationlength of the diffraction
pattern, ah is an antenna parameter, z0 represents

g•/2
(p)
_g•/2
(0)
exp
- ]p4a•, (11)
where p representsthe horizontalvector (x,y), aT
is the transmitting antenna beam width, and •0 =

(t•ox,t•oy)arethe smalloff-verticalpointinganglesin
the x and y axes, respectively. It is important to

point out that the transmitteris locatedat (0,0) co-

ordinatesin the x-y plane and that this modification
the heightrangeunderstudy,aT/R is the transmit- does not changethe Fresnel zone centers. In additing/receiving
antenna
beamwidth,andPi/Pj isthe tion, we have assumeda nontilted spatial spectrum
of the refractive

index field.

Usingour (11) in Doviaket al.'s (10), equation(1)
is now modified and representedby

Kz axis

•ij(r) •

-2kovozr
- 4ko[voh
. •]•2r
+2ko[Api•.
g,]•2

(12)

where

12• o

Kh plane

g'• 21•
In (12), notethe dependence
on Pchvia •.

(13)
Fora

horizontally
isotropic
atmosphere,
i.e.,• • 2a•2,
this contribution will depend just on the pointing
direction of the antennas,the antenna beam widths,
and the height range. If the antennas are identical
and the receivingantennasare symmetricallylocated
Figure 1. A crosssectionof a tilted correlation about the transmitter, then (12) is similar to the
ellipsoidfor a horizontally isotropicscatter.
phaseterm of Pan and Liu [1992,equation(12)].
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In the case the receivingbeams are pointing off
vertical, instead of the transmitting beam, ß is given
by

$ •

244

where

Aij

(14)

where we have assumedthe followingfunction for the
receivingbeam-

MEASUREMENTS

•

2(Di - Di)

Zo
• + Ipi/2l2

z• + [pj/2[2
This geometricalcontributionbecomeszero in SA
systemswhere the receivingantennasare equidistant

!•1/2
..1/2
[- [•--(•i--•O•O)[
s (p)-9s
(0)exp
4a• 2](15)fromthetransmitter
([pi[= [pj[),independent
of
Off-vertical pointing beams could be due to small

imperfections
on verticallydirectedantennas[Huaman and Balsley,1996]or to intentionaltilting of
the antenna beams. For example, Vandepeer and

Reid [1995]usedoff-verticalbeamdirections(10ø)
in their SA configurationto obtain the wind vector
from AOA

me•urements.

or the pointing direction of the antennas.
It is important to mention that these four AOA
contributionsdo not affect the magnitude of the normalized CCFs. In addition, the two geometric terms
are presentin Doviaket al.'s (56), althoughthey are
not shown explicitly. Moreover, the expressionsjust

presented
arevalidunderthe condition
]Pi[,[Pj[
•7T.

2.1.3. Geometrical contribution dependent
on Pea. For this third contribution, we have again
assumeda nontilted spatial spectrum of the refractive index field. By grouping the geometrical phase

Putting together all the aforementionedcontribu-

tions, the phaseterm of the complexCCF, cij(r),
is

termsthat dependson Pch(1) is modifiedinto

-2kovozr- 2k0[v0hß

+ko[Ap•. eo] + kolApolAo(19)

-20v0t-40[v0.ro][t

+20[apo.

where

eij- 2(f•+ ß +

where

ri•. -

(Pi+ p•)(o?- 1)

4zoa•

(20)

soOij is an AOA that includesthe tilted layercon-

(17) tribution, the off-vertical beam direction, one geometrical contribution, and the horizontal correlation

Examining (17), r is a functionof the geometry
(via•).
of the system, i.e., of the antenna positionsand of lengthofthescatterers
We have derived this phase expressionassuming
the antennassizes(a), and decreases
with increasing
height range. However,this geometricalcontribution horizontallyisotropicscattering(i.e., p•h = pc• =
variesasPc•changes
(via • in (16)). Forexample, Pcu). It is worthwhileto note that a similarexindependentof the value of Pea,this geometriccon-

tributionbecomes
zero(1) whenthe receivingantennas i and j are located symmetrically with respect to

thetransmitting
antenna
(Pi = -Pj), or (2) whenall
the antennas have the same size, i.e., the same beam

pressioncan be obtained if we assumehorizontally

anisotropicscattering(seeequation(A5)). In both
scatteringcases,measurements
of the scatteringparameters are needed to estimate most AOA contribu-

tions. The scattering parameters can be calculated

widths (a - 1). Note that for an autocorrelation from a full correlationanalysis(FCA) [Briggs,1984;
et al., 1997;Meek, 1980].
function(i = j) and if Voz= 0, O•ii(w)/Ow reduces Holloway
The need for correction of vertical velocities for
to (36) of Doviak et al.
horizontalleakagecan be seenby examining(19).
2.1.4. Geometrical
contribution
independent of Pea. This l•t contribution comesfrom the
phase terms that do not depend on Pea. Moreover,
the contribution of these phase terms is constant for
a specificsystem'sgeometryand for a specificheight.

Moreover, the three-dimensional velocity vector can
be obtained from this equation. This approach has

beenusedby Vandepeer
andReid [1995]and Thorsen
et al. [1997]andis calledtime domaininterferometry
Includingthesegeometricalph•e terms,(1) becomes (•m).

(7-)

(18)

In this derivation, we have assumedthat the phase
differenceamong receiverlines is zero. Usually, these
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lengths),and calibrationprocedures,like the onedescribed in section 4, are needed to removed them.
Other calibration procedureshave been describedby
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Cq[r] = Sqexp(-8[•ravs(r- rpq)/A]
2)
exp(jwdrTsq-q•ij) q-Nq5[r]

(24)

where avis the spectral width, Ts is the sampling

Palmeret el. [1996],Rb'ttgeret el. [1990],Thorsen time, rpij is the delay to the peak of Cij, Wdis a
et el. [1997],and Vandepeer
andReid [1995].
Dopplershift, Tij a ph•e difference,Sij is the sig2.2. Methods of Estimating

AOAs

Basically,there are two methodsto estimateAOA
returns: a time domain and a frequency domain
method. A descriptionof thesetwo methodsfollows.
2.2.1.

Time

domain

method.

This

method

nal power,and Nij is the noisepower. The ph•e differenceTij and the delay to the peak rpij are equal
to zero for i = j.

The separate receiver noises are

assumed
uncorrelated
(Nij = 0 for i • j).
Insteadof using (24), we have usedDoviak et •.'s
(58) alongwith (19). Then, the CCF is givenby

wasfirstproposed
by RSttgerandIerkic [1985].Basically, AOA measurementsare obtained by measuring
the phaseanglesof the CCFs at r - 0 for at least two

antennabaselines.From (19), the phaseof baseline
i-j

C•[r]
- S•S•A•
exp
[- (r- r•'•/T•)•
]
exp(j•o[r]) + NijS[r]

at r-0is

qbij(O)
• ko[APij. Oij] q-ko]APij]Aij

(21)

Then measuringthe phase of another baseline at
r - 0, knowing the positionsvectors (e.g., p•,
p•, and ps), and calculatingthe constantgeometric terms (for instance, A•, Ai•, and A•, for a
three-receiver$A system),we can calculatethe twodimensional

AOA

O.

2.2.2. Frequency

domain

method.

(25)

where

2

Aij

- exp-

This

Examinationof (24) and (25) showsthat they are
very similar. However, (25) relates its amplitude
sented an extension for the three-dimensional
situa(Aij), delayto the peak and correlationtime (re),
tion. Basically, Fourier transforming Doviak et al.'s
to the SA parameters (antenna positions,antenna
(58) and including(19), the phaseof the resulting beam widths, etc.), and to the atmosphericparameters (horizontalvelocity,turbulenceintensity, and
cross-spectrum
function(CSF) is givenby

methodwasdiscussed
by Briggsand Vincent[1992]
for the two-dimensional
case.Holdsworth[1997]pre-

o(Y)

=

+k0[Apy.Oy] + k0lAPylAy(22)

Using(25) and followingthe derivationof Thorsen
[1996],the varianceof an estimatedphaseis

where
2

-

+

(2s)

+

is the Doppler shift, A is the radar's wavelength,and

mij is &slope
thatdepends
onvoh,•, Apij and
the turbulenceintensity (at). From (22), the twodimensionalAOA • can be obtained by evaluating
the phase•b(f) at the frequenciesf = fa and by
calculatingthe geometricalterms A for at least two
antenna

2.3.

s7

+x/-•rc
(1
-coh•j
[r])
} 1
for i • j, where

baselines.

Statistical

Errors

in Time-Domain

AOA

Measurements

Thorsen[1996]presented
an expression
for the variance of the estimate of the CCF phase •b, assuming
the followingCCF:

5½ij- ½ij-•q, ½ijarethemenured
values,
•ij represent the true values, and M representsthe number

ofpoints
used
intheestimate.
Forsmall
r, E[•q]=
E[•ij] [Thorsen,
1996],
andtherefore
E[5•ij]- O.
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For the time domain method, the variance of the
We assumezeroverticalvelocity(Voz= 0), perfect
estimatedphase (statistical error), is obtained by verticallydirectedantennas[t]o= (0, 0)], and atmoevaluating(27) at r = 0. At high signal-to-noise sphericcontributioncenteredat zenith[•o = (0, 0)].
ratio (SNRi- $•/N•), thisvariance
becomes
With theseassumptions
we analyzethe followingtwo
effects:

1 (1- coh•j[0])
2M coh•j
[0] T8

=

(28)

where
coh•j[0]
- exp[-IAP,•12/(2•)l
. Notethatthis

The first effectis horizontalleakage.The leakage
of the horizontalvelocity in the radial velocitycan
be seenby using (19) and evaluatingthe Doppler
shift dq5•(r)/dr. The resultsfor the isotropicand
specular casesare

derivation is valid for horizontally isotropic scattering. In the caseof horizontal anisotropy,i.e., Pcx•

dqb•
(r){ kø(2Xl
)v0'
isotropic

_
zo
(29)
dr
0
specular
Pcu,(28) remainsthe same.However,the coherence
valuecohen[0],
is givenby (A10), andthe newcorrewhich are the sameto thosepresentedby May.
lation time is givenby Hollowayet al. [1997,equaThe secondeffect is receiver separation. Evaluat-

tion(28)].In practice,
cohen[0]
is calculated
after
becomes
the "spike" at zero lag, i.e., the noise contribution, ing (19) at r = 0, the phaseterm qb•2(0)
has been removed

from

autocorrelation

and cross-

2t•o(x•-x•)
isotrop

correlationfunctions[Briggs,1984].

zo
(30)
qb•2
(0)-- ko(•-•)
specular
zo

3. On

the

Use

of Noncollocated

SA

Systems for AOA Measurements
In a collocatedSA system, the geometricalcenter
of the transmitting antenna coincideswith the geometrical center of the array of receiving antennas.
Examples of these systems are equilateral triangles
and square configurations,where the transmitting
antenna is located in the center of such configurations. In a noncollocatedSA system, such geometrical centers do not coincide. In this section, we examine someissueson the AOAs obtained by noncollocated SA systems.

Examining(19), oneseesthat the only termsthat
contribute to the measuredAOA and depend on the
antenna positions are the geometrical terms r and
A. A similar contribution has been pointed out by

Vincentet al. [19871and May [19931(hereinafterreferredto as May). On the basisof this contribution,
May suggestedthat collocatedtransmitting and receivingantennasshouldbe usedin atmosphericAOA
and unbiased vertical velocity measurements.In the
following paragraphswe analyze these assertions.
To begin, we examine a similar example to the one
givenby May. A narrow transmitting beam and wide

receivingbeamsare assumed,
implyinga 2 = 2. An

isotropic
scatter
is represented
by • m 2a•2, and

where we have useda Taylor seriesexpansionfor D•
and D2. Again, these expressionsare the same to
those presentedby May.
Evaluating the Doppler shift from

fd--[dqb••r)
+dqb22(r)
dr]/2 (31)
showsthat the leakageof the horizontalvelocitycan
be removedusingthe cross-correlation
phase[qb•2
(0)-

kolAPylAo],withoutknowing
P•n(recallthat AO
are constant for a given height and dependjust on
the receiverspacing).
On the basis of this example we see that May's
horizontal leakageand the receiverseparationeffects
are related through (16) and that vertical velocity
correctionsare alsopossibleusingnoncollocatedsystems.

One disadvantageof using noncollocatedsystems
appearsin somecalibration procedures.In section2,
we sawthat a calibration procedureis neededto eliminate the phasedifferenceamongreceiverlines. Some
of theseproceduresuse long-termatmosphericdata
and assumethat the mean off-verticalatmospheric

return is zero [RSttgeret al., 1990; Thorsenet al.,
1997]. However,in the lower atmosphere,sucha
procedurewill calibrateout the geometrical
term (r)

a specular
scatteris represented
by • -• c•. The that is neededfor vertical velocity corrections.
. positionsof the receivers,with respect to the trans-

mitter position,are p• = (2x•, O) and p• = (2x•, 0).

Followingour analysis,the unambiguousdeterminationof the off-verticalatmosphericreturnsrequires
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polarized half-wave dipoles. In Figure 2, we show

i.e., • whenhorizontalisotropicscattering
is as- the antenna configurationfor these experiments. For
we phasedfour modules(sectionD) to
sumed
or •, •y=and•b(orientation)
forhorizontaltransmission,
anisotropicscattering. The latter parameterscan be point preciselyvertically, with a one-way half-power
obtained from a FCA procedure. This requirement is beam width (HPBW) of •4 ø. Antenna sectionsA,
true not only for noncollocatedSA systemsbut also B, and C were used for reception. Each receiving
for thosethat are collocated. On the other hand, ver- antenna was pointed on axis (•-1.46 ø from vertitical velocity correctionscan be done without know- cal alongthe y axis, i.e., toward the SW) and had
ing the scatteringparametersunder both collocated a one-way HPBW of •8.2 ø. The outputs from each
and noncollocatedSA systems.
antenna were received, sampled, and recorded independently. Ground clutter effects in each receiver

4. Experimental

Results

werereducedseparatelyin both the real and imaginary signal channels from the recorded data. To

We have used the large VHF radar at the Jicamarca Radio observatoryin Peril for our AOA stud-

ies. The Jicamarcaradar operatesat •50 MHz (A •
6 m) and has an •300 by 300 m antenna array.

do this, we calculatedthe mean complexvoltagesin
eachof the individualtime blocksdefinedby the in-

coherent averagingperiod. We then fitted a secondThe antenna is composed of 64 separate modules. degree polynomial to the time seriesof the real and
Each module consistsof a 12 by 12 array of cross- imaginary componentsof these mean values. Ground

36m

Jicamarca

(Full Array)

w
ii::.5:'.'.:•:
:•'-.-'::•:•i•:>:•'
::•
.....
:•..........
.•.• • •-•:

On-axis
'

•

'•

.::•.•

'"
::'
•.•

•.:

T - 51.06
ø
Figure 2. Antenna setup for the Jicamarca experiment. The transmitting antenna is the
vertically pointing D module, and the receiving antennas are the "on-axis" pointing A, B,
and C modules. The on-axis position differs from the zenith position becausethe antenna
surfaceis not exactly horizontal but is tilted •1.46 ø, approximatelytoward the southwest.

Notice that neither of the antennaaxes (x,y), is alignedwith the geographiccoordinates
(E,N). The antennacentersare givenin (x, y) coordinates
with respectto the transmitting
antenna

center.
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Table 1. Operating Parametersfor the Experiments
Conducted at Jicamarca During March 25-29, 1997
Parameter

Pulse repetition period
Number of coherentintegrations
Number of incoherent integrations
Number of points
Effective samplingtime
Transmitter pulse width
Receiver

Value

clutter effectswereremovedby subtractingthis function from the original voltagesvaluesto providethe
modifiedtime seriesfor subsequentanalysis.
We presenthere the resultsof a 5-day run taken in

2 ms

March 1997 (from March 25, 1650LT to March 29,
2215 LT). The operationalparametersfor this data

128

6
128

256 ms

3 ps
3 ps

bandwidth

MEASUREMENTS

Height resolution
Initial height
Number of heights

0.45 km

Transmitting power

100 kW

3 km
40

set are presentedin Table 1.
A calibration procedurewas performedbefore and

after the experimentto determinethe possiblephase
differencesarising from differing lengths of the receivinglines. Briefly, a commonsignal (either an
output from one of the antennasor amplified sky

noise)wasfedin parallelto eachof the receivinglines
(cables,front-ends,amplifiers,and receivers).This
signalwas recordedand processedusingparameters
similar to those listed in Table 1. Phase differences

determinedfrom this processwere incorporatedinto
the subsequentanalysis.

a) BC

b) BA
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Figure 3. Histogramsof 3-minanglesof arrival(AOAs) obtainedby a time domainmethod
(seesection2.2) usingthe BC (•), and BA (Oy) antennapairs. Solidlinesrepresent
the actual measurements,and the fitted Gaussian functions are representedby asterisks.

Mean (•uo)and standarddeviation(ao) of the AOA measurements
are givenfor the "raw"
(subscriptr) and Gaussianfitted (subscriptg) data. TheseAOA measurements
are relative
to the planeof receivingantennas(seeFigure2) and includeheightsbetween7 and 8 km.
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AOA measurementswere obtained every ,•3 min AOA values(solidline) and a Gaussian-fittedfuncusingboth time and frequencydomainmethods(see tion (asterisks).Mean (p•)) and standarddeviation
section2.2). In both methodsthe measuredAOA in- (as) valuesare shownfor both the raw (subscript
cludes the four contributions

described in section 2.1.

We have ignored estimateswith very low signal-tonoiseratio (SNR • -6 dB, after coherentintegration) in our analysis. It is important to point out
that the AOAs presentednext are relative to the antenna surfaceand not to the horizontalplane (see
Figure 2 for details).
We determined the time domain AOAs by fitting
a straightline to the phaseof eachCCF pair (BA,
BC, and CA) and evaluatingthat line at r - 0. This

r) andGaussian-fitted
(subscript
g) data. Notethat
the results are almost the same with and without

Gaussianfitting. As mentionedabove, these AOA
valuesare relativeto the plane of the receivingantennas, i.e., the true zenith position translates into
OBC- 0ø and OBA --1.46 ø.
In Figure 4, we presentresultsfor the frequency
domainAOAs in a format similarto Figure3 for the
same time period. We obtained these measurements

processwas used in order to minimize the residual

by fitting a line to the phaseof the CSFs and evaluating them at f = fd, wherefd is the Dopplershift

contributions

of the respective
CSF (seesection2.2). Examination

from noise at r - 0.

In Figure 3, we presenthistogramsof AOAs obtained in this manner in the two orthogonalbases
BC and BA (seeFigure 2) for heightsbetween7 and
8 km. This figure showsthe distributions of "raw"

of this figure showsthe presenceof more outliers in

the frequencydomainresultsthan whenusingthe
time domainmethod. The outliersare graphically
manifestedby the presenceof a constant "floor" ex-

a) BC

b) BA
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Figure 4. Histograms
of 3-min AOAsobtainedby a frequencydomainmethod(seesection 2.2) usingthe BC (Ox), and BA (Oy) antennapairs. Solidlinesrepresent
the actual
measurements,
andthe fittedGaussian
functions
arerepresented
by asterisks.
Mean(po)
andstandarddeviation(ao) of the AOA measurements
aregivenforthe raw (subscript
r)
andGaussian
fitted (subscript
g) data. TheseAOA measurements
are relativeto the plane
of receivingantennas(seeFigure2) and includeheightsbetween7-8 km.
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tendingacrossthe histograms,i.e., valuesthat raise the tilt of the antennaplane. The beam widths aa-,R
the level of the base of the Gaussian-like functions at
(in meters)are relatedto the HPBWT,•t (in radiall values of AOAs. These outliers are also noticed
in the standard deviation values, where aor is con-

ans)by aT,ft = z0HPBWT,•t/(2x/21n2).
Usingthese
values,we have calculatedthe theoreticalAOAs as-

siderablylargerthan aog for both baselines.Note

suming
anisotropic
atmosphere
(pch<<a• •). These

that the Gaussian fitted values are similar to those

theoretical curves are shownin Figure 5 for the two
orthogonalbaselines. The transmitting beam con-

obtained

from the time domain measurements.

From thesesimilarities,we seethat both methods tribution
(2• 2) is shown
by asterisks,
thevaricontribution
(2F• 2) is shown
by
give essentiallythe sameinformation.It is impor- ablegeometrical
contribution(A)
tant to point out that implementationis easierand plussigns,the constantgeometrical
calculation is faster in the time domain. Frequency

is shown by diamonds, and the combinedcontribu-

domain methods,however,have the distinct advan-

tion[2(• + r)• 2+ A]isshown
bytriangles.
Notice

tagewheninterference
is encountered.
In the follow- the constant value of zero, for all contributions, in
ing analysis,we will useonly AOAsobtainedwith baselineBC (alignedwith x). Thesevalueswill be
the same if the isotropic condition is not satisfied

the time domain method.

We now comparedresultsobtainedusing the ex-

pressionspresentedin section2.1 with those obtained from measuredvaluesof AOAs. The (x,y)
receiver locations relative

to the transmitter

are

(• y•2a•2).Thisresultismainlydueto symmetric
locations(in x) of receivingantennasB and C with
respectto the transmittingantenna(seeFigure2).
For baseline B A the combined contributions

have

PA = (-18 m,90 m), PB = (-18 m,54 m) and an asymptotic behavior with height, toward the ancontribution
(2•2). If theatmoPc = (18 m,54 m) (seeFigure2). The transmit- tennapointing
isspecular
(• -• cx•),extreme
case,thecomting beampositionis 0o = (0, 1.46ø) where1.46ø is sphere

b) Theoretical AOAs for BA

a) Theoretical AOAs for BC
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Figure5. Theoretical
AOAsunderisotropic
conditions
(• • 2a•2),including
justthe
spaced
antenna
(SA)system
contributions:
transmitting
beam
contribution
(2••), two
geometric
terms
(2F• • andA),andthecombined
contribution
[2(•q-F)• 2q-A].(a)BC
(0•), and (b) BA (Oy).
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c) SNR
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Figure 6. AOA profiles
for the 5-daydataset. AOA resultsfor (a) baseline
BC (O•) and
(b) baseline
BA (Oy). The meansignal-to-noise
ratio(SNR)profileappears
in Figure6c.
The meansandstandarddeviations
of empiricalvalues(trianglesandhorizontaldottedlines,
respectively),
areshownin Figures6a and6b usingthe bottomscales,
alongwith the mean
theoreticalvaluefor isotropicconditions
(boldsolidline). Statisticalerrors(eo), denoted
by diamonds,are shownin Figures6a and 6b plottedusingthe top scales.

binedcontributionwill be just the constantgeometri-

and/or"off-vertical"
atmospheric
returns[50• (0,0)]

cal term (A). Moreover,A decreases
with increasing underanisotropicscattering.
height.
We havetried to quantifythe accuracyof (28) for
In Figures 6a and 6b, we presentthe 5-day AOA the statisticalerrorsof AOA measurements.
In Figmeasurements
for both orthogonalbaselines
(BC and ure 7, we have plotted both autocorrelation values
BA), and in Figure6c we showthe meanSNR pro- of AOAs along with AOA time seriesfor an 8-hour
file. The meanAOAs (triangles)are comparedwith interval. The 3-min AOA valuesare represented
by
the theoreticalAOAs assumingisotropicconditions asterisks,and the 15-minsmoothedvaluesare repre(boldline,[2(•+F)•+A] shown
inFigure
5). Sam- sentedby bold solidlines. The empiricalstatistical
pled standard deviations are denotedwith horizontal errors(œo)are shownby the arrowsbetweenthe two
dashedlines. On the upper axis, we presentthe me- horizontallinesin Figures7a and 7c. Theseempirdian value of the statistical errors of the AOAs es

(diamonds,seeequation(28)), with values<0.2ø for
heightswith good SNR. Notice the excellentagreement between the empirical and theoretical mean
values,particularly in the lower heights(<15 km).
The smalldifferencesin the near-tropopause
heights
(~17 km) could arise from nonisotropicscattering

ical values are obtained from the difference between
the 3-min autocorrelation values and the autocorrelation of the smoothed values at r - 0. The theo-

reticalstatisticalerror (eo) is obtainedusing(28).
Comparing these two values, we see that the theoretical value underestimatesthe empirical value for

bothbaselines
(in this exampleby ~35%). This un-
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Figure 7. Examplesof (a and c) AOA autocorrelation
functionsand (b and d) AOA
time-seriesfor baselines
BC (Ox), and BA (Oy), respectively.AOA valuesfor the 3-min
measurements
are representedin Figures7b and 7d by asterisks. Corresponding15-min
smoothedcurvesare shownby a bold solid line. The empirical statistical variancesare

(see
equation
(28)).
The
empirical
values
are obtained
fromthe difference
denoted
by^:•e)
(the
horizontal
lines
inFigures
7a
and
7c),
and
the
theoretical
value
is
denotedby

between the autocorrelation of the 3-min time series and the autocorrelation of the smoothed
time series, at •-- 0.

derestimation could be due either to the geophysical

In Figure 8 we show histogramsof correlation

variabilityof the AOAs (noticethe short-periodoscillationsin Figures7b and 7d, with amplitudes<0.5ø)

times•'c (Figure8a), obtainedfrom the width of the
averageautocorrelationfunction. The coherenceval-

or to inherent limitations involved in the approxima-

ues, cohBc and cohBA,for the two orthogonalbaselines are shown in Figures 8b and 8c. The mean
values in all panels are representedby dashed vertical lines, and theoretical values under isotropic conditions are represented by solid vertical lines. Any
differencesbetween these two values are presumably

tionsusedin deriving(28).
The theoretical and empirical statistical errors

translateinto CCF phaseerrorsof e• - 7.5ø and
œ• • 9.6ø, respectively.The empiricalvaluesare
closer to the model results presented by Hocking

et al. [1989](between8ø and11øfor similarcoherence
and time correlationvalues). This result, alongwith

dueto anisotropic
scattering,
i.e.,• • 2a••'.

In Figure 9, we show an •-3-day data set of 3min AOAs for six separate heights. The theoretisameproportionif we use a larger numberof points cal "isotropic" mean values for both baselines,BC
(M • 768 in (28)), resultsnot presentedhere, sug- and B A, are representedby long dashed horizontal
gestthat underestimation
errorsindeedarisefrom lines. Short-dashedlines (in Figure 9b) show the
limitationsin (28). It is possiblethat a constantof zero valuesat each height (recall the nonzerovalue
proportionalitycouldbe obtainedfrom modelsimu- of the BA AOAs, due to the geometry and antenna
pointing). Examination of Figure 9 showsthe preslationslike thosepresented
by May [1988].

the fact that both statistical

errors decrease in the
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Figure $. Histogramsof (a) correlationtimes (pc) and coherence
for baselines(b) BC
(cohBc[0])and (c) BA (COhBA[0]).The mean valuesin all panelsare represented
with

vertical
dashed
lines,andthetheoretical
values
underisotropic
conditions
(• • 2a•2)
(Figures8b and 8c) are represented
by verticalsolidlines.The analysisis donefor heights
between 6.15 and 8.40 km.

enceof long-periodwave-likeoscillations
(> 12 hours) relation length of the scatterersand one independent
with amplitudesof -•1ø (with respectto the theoret- of suchcorrelationlength. We have also shownthat
ical mean values). Theseoscillations,which exhibit the estimation of most AOA contributions requires
some coherencywith height, are related clearly to

the measurementof the scattering parameters, un-

geophysical
causes.RSttgeret al. [1990]alsorelated derbothhorizontally
isotropic
(•) andhorizontally
the AOA periodicitiesto long-periodwaves,with am-

anisotropic
(•,•y2,•b)scattering.
Therefore
werec-

plitudesof 1ø-2ø. Palmer et al. [1998]and Tsuda ommend to use SA systemsinstead of conventional
et al. [1997a]haveboth observed
wave-likestructure five-beam DBS systemswhen the measurementsof
in the azimuth scansof echo power and relate them

to gravitywaveeffects.Thesetypesof AOA oscillations have also been seenin the mesosphereby Meek

AOAs and scattering parameters are needed.
On the basis of our theoretical derivation, it appearspossibleto relate AOA measurementsto verti-

and Manson[1992],usingMF radar and attributed

cal wind velocities(seeequation(19)). The correc-

by them to gravity waves.

tion of vertical velocities can be done without explic-

5. Conclusions

itly determiningmost AOA contributions(e.g., the
tilt of reflectingstructures).
Measurementsof AOAs by noncollocatedSA sys-

On the basis of scattering theory, we have iden- tems have been analyzed and discussed. We have
tified four separate contributions to AOA lower- shown that in theory, vertical velocity corrections
atmosphericVHF radar measurements.Specifically, can be done with suchSA systems.The unambiguwecanisolatecontributions
from (1) tilted layers,(2) ous determination of the tilt of reflecting structures
antennapointing,and (3) two additionalgeometrical dependson the precisionof (1) the SA system(e.g.,
contributions, one dependent on the horizontal cop- beam pointing,antennapositions)and (2) the mea-
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Figure 9. Time seriesof 3-min AOAs for six troposphericheights(6.15 to 8.40 km).
Resultsfor baselines
(a) BC ((gx),and (b) BA ((gy). Meantheoreticalvaluesunderisotropic

conditions
(• . 2a•2) arerepresented
by long-dashed
lines.Theshort-dashed
linesin
Figure 9b representthe zero values at each height. Notice the long-period oscillations
(•12 hours).
surementof scatteringparameters. Nonetheless,this
is alsothe casefor collocatedSA systems.The experimental correctionsof vertical velocitiesare currently
under study and will be presentedin a future work.
We have comparedfrequency domain AOA estimates to those from the time domain method.

Both

methodsgive essentiallythe sameinformation. However, the frequencydomain AOA estimatesexhibited
morevariance(moreoutliers)in our implementation,
and their accuracy depends on the precision of the
Doppler frequency measurement. In addition, the
time domain method is easier to implement, faster
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to calculate, and more reliable than the frequency
domain

•i -

method.

The nonatmosphericAOA contributions, assum-

ingisotropic
scattering
(pch<<a• •), compared
reasonably well with the experimental results, particularly below 15 km. Small differencesabove 15 km are
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2•;•+( 2Pcz)
' •

•cy•-- 2a•2+ (2p'cy)
2
and

p•'

' arethe correlation
andp•y
lengthsalongthe

primedcoordinateaxes(x', y').
The irregularities are assumed to have the ma-

probablydue to anisotropicscatteringand/or tilted jor/minor axes of their correlationellipse aligned
alongthe x'-y' axes,which are rotated by an unlayers.
known
angle• with respectto the x-y axes(the axes
Given the reasonableagreementbetween the emthat
define
the transmitter and receiverlocations).
pirical and theoretical statistical errors discussed
Now
the
primed
coordinatesystem(x' -y') is rehere, a strong geophysicalcomponent can be seen
in our AOA results. This geophysicalcomponentex- lated to the x -y
mation:
hibit both short-period(<1 hour) and long-period
(>12 hours)oscillationswith -•1ø amplitudes. The
detailed

characterization

of these AOAs

measure-

whereX'-

x' = TX
(x', y'), X - (x, y), and

ments and their relationship to gravity waves, vertical velocities,and aspect sensitivity will be left for
future

T-

work.

One possiblelimitation to this derivation is that
the time stationary wind component of the turbulent flow has been assumed spatially homoge-

systemby the followingtransfor-

(^•)

cos•
( -sin•
cos•
sin•)

(A4)

Applying thesetransformationsto all the primed variables (velocity, position, and AOA contributions),
the phaseterm givenby (A2) becomes

neous.Recently,Larsenand Palmer [1997],Palmer
et al. [1997],and Pan et al. [1996]havesuggested

•q (r) .

-2kovo•r- 2kovo•
O•r
-2kovoyO•ijr+ koAP•ijozaij
that AOAs could be affected by wind field inhomogeneities.The implicationsof theseinhomogeneities
+koApyjO•ij+ kolApq[Aij(A5)
on the present developmentare also left for a future
where(Oa•ij,Oyij) represents
theobserved
AOAveca

study.

tor and is given by

O•ij = Ozij(cøs•
• + ((•/(•) sin2
•)
+Oyi•cos
• sin•(•/• - 1) (A6)
O;O = Oyij(cos
• • + (•/•)sin • •)
+o.,• •o•• •in•(1 - •/•)

Appendix' A0A Interpretation Under
Horizontally Anisotropic Scattering
Using Hollowayet al. [1997,equation(21)] and
the AOA contributions of section 2.1, we arrive at
the followingnormalized cross-correlationfunction'

cij(r)• exp-

and

O•

= 2(fl=+ (•=+ F,•)f; 2

(AS)

2(fly+ • +F•ij)• 2

(A9)

Oyij =
2(v•xr_Ap•ij/2)2

•.(%• - •xp;,•/•.)
• - •(koatr)•

The influenceof horizontal anisotropicirregularities on the statistical errors is mainly through the
correlationtime (re) andthroughthe coherence
term

1

(cohij[0]).••sforming (A1) to the x-y

Vozr

+ j•bij(r)

(A1)

where

•es, the

square of the coherenceterm becomes

coh•j[0]
- exp
{-Ap•ij(•2
cøs2
•+•2sin
2•)
2

•

-2kovozr-2kov•x
--2kov•yOyijT
+ koAPxijOxij
+koAPyijOyij
+ ko[Apij[Aij(A2)
!

!

= •(•'. + •'. + r'.•)•f •
Oyij = 2(•'y+ •y + ry•)•y
t

t

--2

•

•p•(•f• •os• • ß •f• si•• •)
2

ß•p•ij•pyij
cos
•sin
•(•-•) •
2

(A10)
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